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The Rife #3 Microscope, often referred to as the Rife Universal Microscope, is in competent and humble hands. While originally acquired in very poor conditions, it is and continues to be, lovingly restored by its entrusted and skilled custodians in a proper environment to assure its long term protection and security.

Once thought by most, to be lost to the world, this engineering marvel has earned and deserves the privacy awarded a “recovering patient” so that its “health” can also be restored to its former prime. It is hoped, and it is the goal, to have it once again fully operational where it may be carefully studied in a suitable controlled environment befitting its distinguished past.

Currently, the microscope is operational at all but it’s very highest resolution modes. Study and continued diligent reconstruction should assure that complete restoration is accomplished. The current location of the “patient” will not be disclosed for now so that more information and a fitting reemergence can be made in an organized and timely manner.

This certainly is a treasure that deserves our respect and consideration.
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The following guests were present at the dinner given by Dr. Milbank Jones at his residence in Paterson, New Jersey on June 7, 1917:

Dr. S. Peddicord Jones
Dr. C. M. Hyland
Dr. V. L. Andrews
Dr. W. E. Board
Mr. Albert Rudder
Dr. George F. Fogg
Dr. W. J. Morrison
Dr. Joseph Heilger
Mr. E. W. Hall
Dr. A. S. Hoyt
Dr. R. W. Lawson
Dr. A. H. Zeiler
Dr. R. E. Hammeck
Dr. C. D. Manar
Dr. Ellis Jones
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PFG Series of PRECISION FUNCTION GENERATORS are all computer interfaced arbitrary waveform generators allowing libraries of waveform including user designed forms. While feature rich, they are equally suitable for professional laboratory or educational experimental applications and inexpensive enough to be dedicated to a single project. All PFG Series devices are especially well suited for plasma experimentation requiring standard low impedance connection with separate higher voltage, ultra high impedance output for contact applications.

The original PFG(1) interface is via IEEE 1284 (Parallel) common industry standard most suitable when intended strictly for laboratory research environment. The most popular PFG2A is the newer, very compact and portable, USB interfaced, waveform generator. The PFG2X is Pulsed Technologies next generation PFG device, almost identical in shape and style as the PFG2 yet with greatly “eXtended” capabilities. In addition to the expected waveform generation, the PFG2x includes dual trace oscilloscope and spectrum analyzer functions.

Pulsed Technologies P3 and P3+ Precision Pulsed Plasma devices represent our very latest developments in plasma designs. Beginning in 2009, all P3 devices will be using the very finest eastern European custom plasma tubes which represent more than a decade of tube research resulting in performance that has not before been available at ANY price.

The P3 requires the use of any of the PFG series devices for proper activation and control while the P3+ includes an internally configured PFG control device.

The P3pro and P3tm are specialized custom devices for specific professional applications with limited sales by contract and special arrangements only.